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Abstract 

ConfD supports multiple northbound interfaces, including NETCONF, RESTCONF, CLI, 
JSON-RPC (Web) and SNMP.  When using ConfD as the management infrastructure 
framework to provide all northbound interfaces, the ConfD customer has the flexibility of 
choosing which northbound interfaces they wish to support in the system. However, for a 
platform that already has a working CLI, SNMP or Web interface, and wishes to add sup-
port for NETCONF or RESTCONF without replacing the existing management interfaces, 
how can ConfD be introduced alongside the existing management infrastructure in a 
seamless fashion?

ConfD provides a built-in configuration database, or CDB, which is optimized for holding 
configuration data, and set of APIs that allow applications to know when changes have 
been made to CDB and to be able to read the new configuration data from CDB. This set 
of CDB APIs allows for integration of ConfD with the platform and is typically used when 
ConfD provides the complete management infrastructure.  However, the CDB APIs also 
provide features which allow ConfD to be integrated with an existing management infra-
structure in order to give the system additional management interfaces it may not already 
have such as NETCONF or RESTCONF.

This application note will cover these features of the CDB APIs which may help with 
integrating ConfD into a legacy system.  These features are not exhaustive of the ways 
ConfD can be integrated with an existing management infrastructure; this application 
note is meant to provide some possible approaches.  This application note will sketch out 
at a high level the relevant parts of the CDB API. For more in-depth details, please, see 
the ConfD User’s Guide, manpages, and ConfD examples. 

Background

To start, let us review some of the platform integration approaches that are typically  
discussed when using ConfD as the complete management infrastructure.

For an application to be aware that changes have been made to CDB as a result of an 
operation from a northbound management interface which modifies the configuration, 
ConfD provides a CDB API, which allows an application to subscribe to changes in CDB.

First, the application establishes a connection to CDB using cdb_connect():

int cdb_connect (int sock , enum cdb_sock_type type , const struct sockaddr* 
srv , int srv_sz );
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Once the connection to CDB is made, the application can now subscribe to changes to 
CDB using cdb_subscribe():

For example, if your system had a YANG model with a top-level container called dhcp, 
your application might subscribe to changes to objects inside this container:

Once the application has subscribed to all the parts of the configuration that it wants to 
be notified about when there is a change, the application waits for a notification from 
ConfD.  When this change notification is received, there are two approaches that the  
application might take.

The first approach, which is illustrated in the ConfD examples set in $CONFD_DIR/ex-
amples.confd/intro/1-2-3-start-query-model, is to read the entire configuration using the 
cdb_get_* API calls.  As in the example, this approach is useful for those systems where 
an entire configuration needs to be assembled each time the configuration changes, 
such as a typical Unix daemon. Using this approach, the application may want to read the 
DHCP configuration. For example, when it wants to read the defaultLeaseTime it would 
use the cdb_get_duration() call to read this value:

The next approach, which is illustrated in the ConfD examples set in $CONFD_DIR/
examples.confd/cdb/iter_c, is to process only the configuration changes rather than to 
re-read the entire configuration.  This approach works for systems which only need to be 
aware of changes in the configuration.  For example, interface configuration, where only 
the changes to existing interfaces, or the creation or deletion of interfaces, is of interest to 
the network device. 

With this approach, the application uses the same subscription mechanism and waiting for 
configuration change notifications described above, but when the application processes 
the configuration changes, it then calls cdb_diff_iterate(), providing an iterate function 
callback, which will be invoked to process each configuration change:

if ((status = cdb_subscribe(subsock, 3, dhcpd__ns, &spoint, “/dhcp”)) != 
CONFD_OK) {
        fprintf(stderr, “Terminate: subscribe %d\n”, status);
        exit(0);
}

cdb_get_duration(rsock, &dur, “/dhcp/defaultLeaseTime”

int cdb_diff_iterate (int sock , int subid , enum cdb_iter_ret (*iter ) 
(confd_hkeypath_t *kp , enum cdb_iter_op op , 
confd_value_t *oldv , confd_value_t *newv , void *state ), int flags , void 
*initstate );

int cdb_subscribe (int sock , int priority , int nspace , int *spoint , con-
stchar *fmt , ...);
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For example, in the c_iter example referenced above, the application calls cdb_diff_iter-
ate() with the iterate called called iter():

These approaches can be combined as well, since in any sufficiently complex system, 
there may be sub-systems that require their entire configuration be presented to them 
incorporating any changes, and there may be sub-systems that require only knowledge 
of the configuration changes.

In a new system, where ConfD is used as the management plane, developing the plat-
form integration code at the same time the platform interfaces are being developed  
allows for design choices that make for efficient integration and allows for ConfD to be  
a natural fit with the rest of the platform.

ConfD and Legacy Systems

What happens with an existing system which already has a number of management 
interfaces and a rich set of features, where only a NETCONF or RESTCONF interface 
needs to be added?  What options does ConfD provide for an existing system that has a 
large number of features in which using the approaches that a system which incorporates 
ConfD from the start may prove to be a very large task?

We’ll consider a couple of possible integration strategies which may work depending  
on what the system platform supports.  These strategies are not exhaustive of possible  
approaches to integration, but illustrate some possible approaches to using the CDB API 
to integrate ConfD with an existing platform management infrastructure.

cdb_diff_iterate(subsock, sub_points[0], iter, ITER_WANT_PREV, (void*)&sock);
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Configuration data in form of structured data
If the legacy platform supports accepting configuration changes in the form of structured 
data, such as XML, ConfD provides an CDB API, cdb_get_modifications(), that returns the 
data in a structured array which ConfD calls a tagged value array.  This tagged value ar-
ray data structure can be processed to produce structured data. 

The tagged value array is an array of structures which contain a type confd_value_t along 
with a tag:

The struct xml_tag identifies the node in the data model and the confd_value_t contains 
the value for that node.  See the section “Tagged Value Array” in the confd_types(3) 
manpage for more information.

The application follows the same steps illustrated in Section II, where the application  
connects to CDB using cdb_connect(), subscribes to configuration changes using cdb_
subscribe(), and then waits for a notification that there are configuration changes for the 
data set to which it subscribed.  Once the application receives the notification, it then 
calls cdb_get_modifications to receive the set of modifications:

int cdb_get_modifications (int s , int subid , int flags , confd_tag_value_t 
**values , int *nvalues , const char *fmt , ...);

typedef struct confd_tag_value {
    struct xml_tag tag;
    confd_value_t v;
} confd_tag_value_t;

           if ((status = cdb_get_modifications(subsock,
                            sub_points[0],
                            CDB_GET_MODS_INCLUDE_LISTS,
                            &values,
                            &nvalues,
                “/dhcp”)) == CONFD_OK) {
              printf(“Modifications to subscription committed:\n”);
       print_modifications(values, nvalues, NULL, 0);
             for (i = 0; i < nvalues; i++)
        confd_free_value(CONFD_GET_TAG_VALUE(&values[i]));
             free(values);
                }

To give you an idea of how information is presented in the tagged value array, below is an 
example function, print_modifications(), that can take the tagged value array and print out 
the values with some helpful indentation.
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static void print_modifications(confd_tag_value_t *val, int nvals,
                                struct confd_cs_node *start_node,
                                int start_indent)
{
    int i, indent = start_indent;
    struct confd_cs_node root, *pnode = start_node, *node;
    char tmpbuf[BUFSIZ];
    char *tmp;

    for (i=0; i<nvals; i++) {
        if (indent == start_indent && start_node == NULL) {
            node = confd_find_cs_root(CONFD_GET_TAG_NS(&val[i]));
            root.children = node;
            pnode = &root;
        }
        switch (CONFD_GET_TAG_VALUE(&val[i])->type) {
        case C_XMLBEGIN:
            tmp = “begin”;
            if (pnode != NULL)
                pnode = confd_find_cs_node_child(pnode, val[i].tag);
            break;
        case C_XMLBEGINDEL:
            tmp = “begin-deleted”;
            if (pnode != NULL)
                pnode = confd_find_cs_node_child(pnode, val[i].tag);
            break;
        case C_XMLEND:
            tmp = “end”;
            if (pnode != NULL)
                pnode = pnode->parent;
            indent -= 2;
            break;
        case C_XMLTAG:
            tmp = “created”;
            break;
        case C_NOEXISTS:
            tmp = “deleted”;
            break;
        default:
            if (pnode == NULL ||
                (node = confd_find_cs_node_child(pnode, val[i].tag)) == NULL 
||
                confd_val2str(node->info.type, CONFD_GET_TAG_VALUE(&val[i]),
                              tmpbuf, sizeof(tmpbuf)) == CONFD_ERR) {
                confd_pp_value(tmpbuf, sizeof(tmpbuf),
                               CONFD_GET_TAG_VALUE(&val[i]));
            }
            tmp = tmpbuf;
        }
        printf(“%*s%s %s\n”, indent, “”,
               confd_hash2str(CONFD_GET_TAG_TAG(&val[i])), tmp);
        switch (CONFD_GET_TAG_VALUE(&val[i])->type) {
        case C_XMLBEGIN:
        case C_XMLBEGINDEL:
            indent += 2;
            break;
        default:
            break;
        }
    }
}
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...
Modifications committed:
SharedNetworks begin
  sharedNetwork begin
    name test
    SubNets begin
      subNet begin
        net 127.0.0.1
  mask 255.255.255.0
        maxLeaseTime PT5S.0
        routers test
  subNet end
    SubNets end
  sharedNetwork end
SharedNetworks end
...

The printModifications() function could easily be modified to produce XML or JSON 
output, but here we wanted to simply show the structured nature of the data which is 
returned in the tagged value array.

This use of cdb_get_modifications() illustrates how an application can use the CDB API 
to receive configuration changes made via a northbound interface such as NETCONF or 
RESTCONF in a structured array of ConfD types and how this array might be processed 
to produce other forms of structured data, such as XML or JSON.

Now we can send an example configuration change via NETCONF using the DHCP 
YANG model from $CONFD_DIR/examples.confd/intro/1-2-3-start-query-model.

This will result in printModifications() producing the output below:

<rpc xmlns=”urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0”  message-id=”1”>
 <edit-config>
    <target>
      <running/>
    </target>
    <config>
      <dhcp xmlns=”http://tail-f.com/ns/example/dhcpd”
            xmlns:nc=”urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0”>
        <SharedNetworks>
          <sharedNetwork nc:operation=”create”>
            <name>test</name>
            <SubNets>
              <subNet nc:operation=”create”>
                <net>127.0.0.1</net>
                <mask>255.255.255.0</mask>
            <maxLeaseTime>PT5S</maxLeaseTime>
                <routers>test</routers>
              </subNet>
         </SubNets>
          </sharedNetwork>
        </SharedNetworks>
      </dhcp>
    </config>
  </edit-config>
</rpc>
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Configuration data in the form of CLI commands
ConfD takes a data-model driven approach to rendering the northbound interfaces which 
it supports.  Once your configuration and operational data is described in YANG data 
models, for example, ConfD can provide a working CLI that follows either a Juniper style 
behavior or Cisco style behavior.  The exact CLI commands will not follow precisely either 
Juniper or Cisco, since the commands are derived from the data model, but the syntax 
and behavior will either be a Juniper style or a Cisco style of CLI, depending on the look 
and feel you want to present to the users of the system.

Since a Cisco style of CLI is very common, ConfD offers a variation of the cdb_get_modi-
fications() API function, called cdb_get_modifications_cli(), which returns the configura-
tion data in the form of a Cisco-style of CLI commands instead of a tagged value array.  

The application follows the same steps illustrated in Section II, where the applica-
tion connects to CDB using cdb_connect(), subscribes to configuration changes using 
cdb_subscribe(), then waits for a notification that there are configuration changes in the 
areas where it subscribed.  Once it receives the notification, the application then calls 
cdb_get_modifications to receive the set of modifications:

The cdb_get_modifications_cli() API call returns a buffer containing the CLI commands 
in the form of strings.  This buffer can then be sent to the existing system, as though 
the commands were coming via a CLI session, regardless of which ConfD northbound 
interface the change came in over. So, even if you don’t plan to use ConfD to provide a 
northbound CLI, ConfD is still able to produce the CLI commands that represent the  
configuration changes that might come in to ConfD via some other northbound  
management interface such as NETCONF or RESTCONF.

For example, using the YANG model and NETCONF <edit-config> RPC from the previous 
section, we would see the following CLI commands in the buffer:

int cdb_get_modifications_cli (int sock , int subid , int flags , char **str 
);

if ((status = cdb_get_modifications_cli(subsock, sub_points[0], 0, &cli_buf)) 
== CONFD_OK) {
    printf(cli_buf);
}

dhcp SharedNetworks sharedNetwork test
 SubNets subNet 127.0.0.1 255.255.255.0
  routers      test
  maxLeaseTime 5s
 !
!
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This use of cdb_get_modifications_cli() illustrates how an application can use the CDB 
API to receive configuration changes made via a northbound interface, such as NET-
CONF or RESTCONF, as CLI commands, and this sequence of CLI commands can then be 
sent to the platform in order for the platform to process the configuration changes.

Summary

In addition to the traditional CDB APIs which application programs might use when using 
ConfD as the complete management infrastructure framework, ConfD provides several 
APIs which can be used to integrate ConfD into an already mature management infra-
structure, where ConfD might only be providing some of the management interfaces, 
such NETCONF or RESTCONF.

There is a companion problem to providing the changes to the platform. That is how 
changes made via one of the management interfaces not provided by ConfD, can be 
synchronized with CDB in ConfD, so that ConfD and the management system have the 
same view of the configuration. This synchronization will be covered in a future ConfD 
application note.
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